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LOW VOLTAGE LUMINAIRE
E476186

±100-165 (4-6”)

Design by Omer Arbel

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

TABLE L IGHT

57t
approx 1.5kg (3.4lb)

US Patent # D796732 

EU Design Patent # 002268581-0001 to 0006

Made in Vancouver, Canada

DESCRIPTION

The ‘t’ designation in this variation on the 57 refers to its use as a table light. 

The table light has a 2290mm (90”) long fl exible cable with dial control for on/

off/dimming. There is notch on the back of the pendant base and dial control 

for wall mounting.

57 is an exploration of a technique used for producing closed cell foam. The 

process involves trapping voids of air of different sizes and confi gurations within 

a glass matrix, yielding a shape loosely referencing a rain cloud. These pockets 

of air remain invisible when the piece is off, but come alive to reveal an interior 

universe when the piece is illuminated. By virtue of the fabrication process, 

each piece is completely unique.

NOTES

+ Purchase replacement lamps online at www.bocci.ca/shop/bulbs

PENDANTS: one

CABLE LENGTH: 2290mm (90”)

LAMPING: 1.5w LED

PLUG TYPE: NA Type A - 110V

EU Type C - 230V

UK Type G - 230V

INSTALLATION: preset length, composed during installation. May also 

be wall mounted.

MATERIALS: dipped glass, black fl exible cord with brass base and 

dial control

WEIGHT: approximately 1.5kg (3.4lb) 

POWER SUPPLIES: integral

Ø75 (3”)

1765 (69.5”) 485 (18.9”)
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Gently thread glass onto the base.

Clean fi ngerprints from surfaces.

Bocci LED lamps included.

Plug the lamp into the socket carefully. 

For wall mounted:

Hang the pendant and dial on the wall. 

Position the fl exible cord as desire 

Plug in table light. Turn the dial to check 

power to lamp is working correctly.

For wall mounted:

Mark hanging location on wall. Insert 

appropriate anchor and screw (not included) 

in the wall.

WALL MOUNTED WALL MOUNTED
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